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. Circuits v~r~ designed to measure the efficiency of harmonic 
and subharmonic generation using carrier' storage diodes. These ' ' 
diodes, of the p-i-n and p-n structure, were operated in the forward 
0 bias region where the che.rge is. stored in the form of carriers. The 
investigation was conducted to obtain information on the losses 
associated with the variable capacitance of stored carriers. Lumped r .. 
circuits were used for measurements between 5 and 2)0 li1Hz, while 
coaxial circui~ry was us~d for the measurements between a>O to 1,000 MHz. 
It vas found that -the efficiency for gener~tion of the half-harnionic · ;.'a.a_., _____ ------·--·-·-----------~-...____.._ .. __ ... ___ ---- ............ -.... - .... ~ .. --.,--.,' ·-· 
~ sharply decreased in the frequency range between 70 and 1.40 MHz for 
the p-i-n diodes and betveen t!JO and 7'X'J MHz for the p-n diodes. 
•• i;. .. 
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I. Introduction 
An important property of a. semiconductor junction diode is the 
variable cnTJc.ci tan:-;e ·which its junction exhibits. This property can 
be applied tq,, fT1equenc:1 conversion in micro1,rave systems •. Such ·c··=-cc .. =.:.---==-~--=----11 
converters have applications as parametric amplifiers and..harinonic and 
. 
subharmonic generators. This paper is concerned with harmonic and 
subharmonic generators. 
Harmonic generators can be utilized in generating hir,h frequencies 
in micro1v,1a~,e range. Due to their compact and light,<1eight structure, 
they aI'e ~dvantageous over other forms of generating microwave frequencies. 
.. ' 
The importance of obtaining high frequency pow~r makes it ,desirable 
to maximize the po,,er output of the harmonic generator. Thus a given 
diode can give greater output power ·when operated partly at for1-1a.rd 
bias. There~or~,. it is importflnt to study losses e.nd the .frequency 
·-·-- ....... ,._ .. ..,,,_~-~·- .... --... ---~-·~ ................. ~ .,-~ .. --.-- . ·-




- •••' ...... - ............... c-, ...... ,._ ,.;. ..••• - .................... --··---· .. -.,ch 
limit for diodes when forward bias operation is used. 
The purpose of this vrork lras to obtain information on the \. 
efficiency of carrier storage ca.paci ta nee by measuring the . dependence 
of efficiency of harmonic and subharmonic generation·on frequency. 
Lumped networks t-rere used in the lower frequency re.nge of five to 
two hundred :MHz, while at the higher frequency range of two hundred 
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1. Car1~ier Stora.ge in ~n and p-i~n Diodes 
- - ~ . ... ·-·. 
I ' 
. )' 













. ~---·- --now d:J_scussed: In the forward bias state of the p-n diode, the majority·· · 
-- ----
carriers move across the p-n junction and are stored as minority carriers, 
while in the p~i-n diode at fortiard bias the i 0 layer is filled 'With 
,j 
"' 
ari equal number of holes and electrons injected by the heavily doped 
'¥ . 
n and p regions. The concentratien of holes and electrons of the 
i.;. 
minority carriers in the p-n and the concentration of holes and electrons 
in the i layer of the p-i-n is very larg.e as compared to the zero 
bias equilibrium concentration. When reverse bias is applied to the 
diode, the minority carriers in p-n and the carriers in the i layer 
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penetrate the ri or p regions, because they are highly doped. Therefore, 
~ 
-·"·~---·---~--~--~---~-=~~--,-----··at reverse bias in the p-i-n diode· the cap8:citance is· es·sen~ially-· 
. ' 
... 
\~ . ,o··. 
·.·.·.· .. _---,_-i:·_· · .. \)' ,;,..' 
·,· \\1 : 
«·-·~, . . •• 
-
.. - -- ~- - ~ --- --
• 
constant. Hovever, in the _,p-n diode the depletion layer, and hence 
the capacitance, are not c~onstant wi~h varying reverse_ bias. See 
Figure 1 and 2. 
'\ , 
The process of recovery of the stored carriers is now discussed: 
The storage time and recovery time (the time for the electrons and 
holes to leave the i layer in a p-i-n or the time for the minority 
carriers to return in the p-n diode) can be examined by referring to 
f 
, . 
t~e circuits in figure 3a. The intergra.l of -the current with respect .. .i 
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, - • - ~ - •":a ... _ ............ ....__ ~--- -
. 
• . .1' 
In an ideal carrier -storage_ . device the area · in sector 1 . equals tbat 
in sector 2 of Figure 3c. All the carriers stored in the diode are 
returned on the nega.ti ve pa.rt ·or Vr _ • At t 0 __ ~11 _ th_~ stored carriers p - .. --~------
------- ---
ar~ depleted and the curre~t drops instantaneously to zero (Reference 6). 
- '< .. _j 
In real diodes, this transition to zero current occurs in a 
finite time interval (the recovery time), as shown in Figure 3d. 
The curved portion, from· a to b, represents the holes and electrons, 
which have diffused too far and take a finite time to arrive at their 
respective regions, when reverse bia§.vis applied. This average time 
of recovery is td• The equation of the curve from a to b can be 
approximated by:. 
The recovery time, td, is believed to be a major factor which 
t . 
--- ·_.r-·-::;-·--· ---·· ·.·. . . -- --·-·----·- .. ,···---{---, . ·---_-·- ··-·· ---- . . . ·-··· --·- ··-······ - •. ··- ······-·· ..... ·- ·.-· .... _. ·--~---·· -·--.,····--·---·---·---·-·--·····-···· 




' frequ_ency is the frequency above ,-m_ich the diode does not operate as a 
frequency divider. Therefore, the larger· the average recovery time·, 
. 
the lo,-1er the cut-off frequency. The actual circuit for measuring 
recovery time is shown in Figure 4 • 
I • 
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·_Figare 1. -Charge storage --of· the PIN Diod~ 
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(b) Forward Bias 
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(d)_.Actua~ Current Waveform, 
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2. General Theory of ·Frequency Conversion 'With a Nonlinear Rea.ctance 
Nonlinear devices of all types are capable of generating harmonics 
of an applied signal, ,mereas to generate subharmonics requires a 
nonlinear energy storage device (a nonlinear reactance). ---~--·-----~~- -. -
Subharmonic generators fall under .the general category of 
parametric SJ""nplifiers. A parametric amplifier is a device ,,1hich converts 
frequencies by means of a nonlinear reactancee Since there is no 
loss in an ideal nonlinear reactance, a 100% conversion efficiency can 
be achieved. Then, the frequency and power relations can be treated 
by the_ Manely Rowe Equations. 






-o ,. {3) 
...-. ~-- .... -....... ---4---- -
- -- -·--- - --------~:---·::--:--. 
0 
',(4) .. =O 
A subharmonic generator is a parametric amplifier in free 
J osc:i'llation. Just as a conventional amplifier .. can be made to oscillate . 
by-a feedback loop, so can a parametric amplifier by its form of 
feedback loop. In I} conventional o!ciilator the power is supplied by 
a direct current source. In a subharmonic-generator i~ is suppl;..ed by 
the pump oscillator. 
An e~ple 0£ free oscillation . of a parametric amplifier is tb.e 
. -
case of the ha.J.f-ha.rinonic generator. If a signal of frequency r / p 2 
----
is applied to the terminals, 2, of Figure 5, it mi~es with the pump at -
.frequency f P to produce a lover sidebound of :f'p/20 If the gain of the ·.· · 
. -, . ~ -

















·- ,-. - . ' 
--·---,-~----" ........... - .. -~- .. ---~- .... -.-~,.. ............. ___ , ----- --'1.~, • ' - -- .... -·---·-- • • " - • - • - • - -•·• --....-- - .. -· _ .. _.,,.. ... .,. ........ ,,. - .. --. ..... ~ .............................. •• :,.,..,;;,.. ... P"'°Y1" ................ ,... ............... - ........... - .,.. ., - - .. ~ .,.._ ___ .. - ·-------. --- ... - .. -- .... - -- • -- _ ... _ ........ -1-.--·-· --- • -•-·""-.'"- .. ,.., .. - I - "•. ' 
- ; 
f / (The initial sigrlsJ of fp/2 may be provided by the noise of · p,2. 
, . 
the tuned c1rcuit f / · ) The ·gro1rrth of the sign?J_ reaches equilibrium ~ ~ . p 2. -
when the otitput power, fp/2, approaches the input power, fp, (Reference 1). 
------- -- - - -
-
. , , 
Figure 6 shows a two-frequency subharmonic generator •. . --:~- - .. - -- - -~ 
---------------. ----From equation (3) we get. the following: 
--- - -- -~--~ 
Pr Pr - f p 
+ p 1 
=O /\· :.i fp f ~· .\~ ' •' • I f1 -p 
(5) 
'And from equation (4) we see that: -
Pr Pr 
- f1 1 p 
=O (6) .. 
-
·r fp 
- f1 ·r. 1 
() F.quation (5) and (6) 
' 
can be rewritten as: .. 
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- .,.- - ~ 
. . 
Pr'.;' p rP - r1 
-
-r· t -r 
•"!- 1 p 1 
. (8) 
\. 
:Equation (7) shows that all the power_ entering the .nonlinem;-
reactance at pump frequency leaves at the tvo subharmonic frequencies. 
Equation (8) gives the power ratio of the.two subharmonics. 
' . 
.I 
Half-harmonic generation is a special case of _subharmonic generation, 
· oCeurring when the tuning circuit, r1, ·is tuned to fp/2• The idler 
frequency, f - r , then equals f / and only qne timing _circuit at 
· · P 1 P 2 -
f _ 1-_ _ is needed. The appropriate circuit is shown in Figare 7. p 2 . . 
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rn. Cireuits for Freguen.ci· Multiplication and Division'. 
'-
·Freque~cy converting circuits _using nonlinear~devices can be 
div:i-ded into two ~ain types.· These are described here for the special 




The Voltage ControlledCircuit. Voltages at only fp and fp/2 
are i~du_ced across the diode, by means of pa.rallel tuned circu·its, ~ 
', 
'·! 
while at the same tilne a signal at f can only en~er port 1, ~irid a 
. p 
·1 
. signal. at f p/2 can only leave at port 2. If no signal power is dissipated 
in the diodes or tank circuits, then all the output signal is dissipated 
1. 
in Rt (see Figure 8). .. 
The Curl'ent Controlled Circuit. In the circuit of Figure 9, the 
current plays the same role as the voltage in Figure 8. By means 0£ 
series tuned circuits, current at fp can only ci~c11late in the input 
. . ·_' l . 
• 
side and current at f p/2 can only circu1at-e in the output side (Reference 2) • 
,. -------------------------------··~-... ------ -~ - -- - -~- _"'.I,,; ... - -----~---- - ·- ..,. ------- - ....- -~,-- ...... ~ . .... - .. - ------~ ... _ --·- .. -- .. - .- •- - .- ..... -- .,.. - - ~- -4' -
" 
·._; .:· 
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Figure 9. Current Controlled Circuit 
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. ~· A number of diff~rent frequency converting circuits,were required 
--to cover the wide frequency range which was_ of interest. · 
, 
1. The Tee- Tuned Circuit 
- ·-
,:ti, - This circuit (Figure 10) was selected _for high Q t11ning in the ..; 
... . - " 
~·· 
- ,_, ,-· - .... 
,, 
·\ 
frequenc:,,. range of about 10 to· 100 11Hz. The· signal po,-rer for ·this cir.cuit. 
vas supplied by the Tektronix 19:JB, signal generator. A suitable 
. 
. 
input po,-1er, approximately 250 milliwatts, was selected for the 
.. 
· ha] f-harmonic generator. A 10 db pad 1'1as added to reduce the reflection 
I .j 
caused by a mismatch at the generator output and the circuit input. 
A tee nett,rork composed of C1, c2, Li, 12, 13, was used to pass :f p' 
. the ffequency of the signal generator. In the output cir~it, C3, · 
·· C4, c5, 14, 15, were used to form a t~e network ,mich only passed 
fp/2, the half-harmonic. Then, the signal was applied to the v.h.f. 
attenuator set to a convenient scale. From the output of the attenuator, 
~ 
' the signal was split into two paths, both going into 10 db pads. Here 
again the pads were used for isolation. One portion. of the input 
furnished-~trhe~-~+,r--iggering sign~l -for tlr~- osc±iioscope,~-and the -other --- · ~- . 
....... 
portion was applied to the signal input of the same oscilloscope, a 
Tektronix 545 with "n" sampling plug in. It was found that if the 
10 db of the trigger input was increased to a a:> db pad, a stationary 
pa}.tern could not be maintained-. When the runount of attenuation Ws 
decrease,d, the signal showed signs,. ~r, over-triggering. A 10 db pad 
was used to protect the oscilloscope. 
The diode vas mounted in a fuse holder because or its positive 
contact and ease of removing. To reduce flux leakage between the 
tvo tees a copper shield was install~d between the·tvo tuning circuits • 
.c.----~ 
• 
. - .-. :-


















-- -~- ----- " :1, '·. To prevent linkage between the coils in each tee, they vere mounted a.t · 
. 









_', I I 
. . 
-- . -_, ,..-- .. 
.. 
The diodes vere biased by the H.P. 721 de supply, using an 
--------
. 
. -r~t-~ choke for isolation. The bias voltage · and -current ·were measured 
by the meter in the d.c. supply. The bias ·was effectively isolate·d·--
from the rest of the circuit by capacitors, c1 and c2• 
To obtain maximum half~harmonic output, the five variable capacitors 
C1, c2, c3, c4, c5, in conjunction with the bias had to be adjusted. 
When maximum output had been achieved, the v.h.f" attenuator ·was adjusted 
so that the h·aJ f-harmonic was three centimeters peak to peak on the 
545 oscilloscope and then, the attenuator reading was .recorded. Nov, -
the connectors marked (D and @on the diagram of Figure 11 were 
disconnected and the signal passing through path "A 11 1ms measured. (=) · ._. __________ Ag~in the v eh~f ~- attenuator was adjusted so that the output signal ----'-'-'---- .. ·-··- ·---- - ··~--"--~------.. --





-· •• - :... )I> 
- . . 
' .... ......., 
mea8Ure_d three centimeters pea,k to peak and this v .h.'f. attenuator · 
reading wa.s· also recorded. The difference betueen these values gave 
the loss of the divider circuit. 
This procedure i-ras carried out for a number of di.odes and the 
frequency was varied over the pass band of the generator and tuning 
circuits. 
· ·· · The circuit was reversed and tested as a doubler, so as to test 
the controls ~in a non-oscillating state. -However, in the half'.,-harmonic .- _ 
'.· ... . .~ 
setup, many bistable states were observed; two examples will be cited • 
First, the bias -,.,as turned off and then on. It .vas found that the 
circuit had to be retuned. ;Another example of this phenomenon was 
. 
. 
~_~demonstrated by touching c1 and then c2• These capacitors were ~ot 
grounded_ at e~tber end. The circuit would go out of oscillation when · 
•'' I t, 
t··-: . 
J· - -~· -• 
-~ -- ~------ -~~-~~--- -
., 
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was touched and go back_ into oscillation when c2 was touched. 
If time had allowed, the author would have examined these 
bistable states more carefully to determine the possi1)ility- f'or a 
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2. · A <umped Element Circuit for the 50 to 3JO lvlliz Range 
For the 50 to 2JO 1.-1Hz frequency range the circuit of_ Figure 11 
•_ • I 
. . . 
-~ · _, ·_ · · ·· · vas used. The signal source consisted of a GoRo 121-5eaB, unit 
------'---.... ------ . -·-
~ 
oscillator terminated.by a 10db pad for better power matching. The 
. -
required high Q reactive tuning elements consisted of air coils and 
-- . . . 
.. 
-· 
air capacitors. A superheterodyne detection system replaced the Slu~pling 
/ Jft' 
,J 
oscilloscope used in the lower frequency range (Section 1) o The 
network of c1, C2, 11, fo~ed a series tuned resonating circuit which 
passed only f • To mak:e up for any pota1er mismatch, the capacitors p 
c1 ~d c2 formed a capacitor transformer to match the input impedance 
of the circuit to the 50 ohm impedance of the source. 
The diode was again biased by an external circuit composed of an 
__ .·:::· 
.• _.-r-- • - - ·.··1 
. . 
. ": .1 
- - - - - ·'.· I 
- - . ' - .. 
--~_:___, 
/ 
r.f. chol{e and ,a 1IoPo=-721 d.c. bias supply. C2, c3, and the r.f. chok,. 







' We observe that the output stage L2, c3, c4 worked s~ilarly to 
~he input stage as far as.~esonating at the frequency, fp/2, and 
. " 
po,.,er matching • 
The combination c;>f the tt-10 \tuning an~ matching circuits and, the 
diode and its bias circuit formed the half-harmonic gener~~or. The. 
remaining circuits were arr~ge~ to detec~ and measure the frequency 
, and power efficiency of this circuit. ,.,. 
Detection: The output power_ was attenuated ffJ dbs and passed into 
a 8?4-M.R. mixer rectifier. AG.Re unit· oscillato~, ,215B, rurictioned 
·as .the local oscillator for the mixer diode. Bet,;1een the local oscillator_· p 
and the input of the 87 4-1,1.R. mixer, a 10 db pad -. GR-G10 and a HP -411A, 
r·.r'. millivoltmeter were placed. · The pad, in combination 1 .. 1ith the 
'. -
attenuator of "the local oscillat~r helps prevent overloadi·ng· of th~ 
, ____ 1 _. .p ~· 
\ 
' . . ....... --' .... 
.,..._ ... ~;_:__ -----'"~ ~-~- ----
. l' 
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__ --~.-.,. ____ _, _______ _!li~l~voltmeter serves to maintain a certai..11 voltage across the 10 db 
, ' 
pad to maintain a constant refere~ce level. 
-
-
. To detect the presence of the half-harmonic, the osciJ J a tor vas 








- ---- - - ·-~ 
, 
e ~ '.! . . . 
" 
.... , '• --~ ... -· -- -- - . 
. ---- '-«+--· _-:::;: ·:-: '- - . --
. J 
set at 3Q }iliz aboye the half-harmonic frequency ( the I .f. amplifier 
·is tuned to 30 MHz). 1~1hen the circuit vas tuned to optilnum output at 
• 
the desired half-harmonic frequency, the loca.1 oscillator was kept a.t 
, 
a constant level by adjusting the attenuator on the local oscillator 
to maintain a constant vdlt~ge on the r.f. millivoltmeter throughout 
. . 
the m~asurements. The readings of the I.f. amplifier and millivoltmeter 
were recorded. Ca.re was taken at this point to avoid meas11ring the 
power at a spirious frequency, by carefully checlcing the oscillators 
readings to insure the difference would only occur for the 
f C 
half-harmonic frequency. 
To calculate the conversion efficiency of this circuit, we next . 
determined the output power of the 1mjt oscillator at frequency fp• ~ 
. . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . 
By means of connectors G) and ® the divider network was replaced by 
path A. -The local oscillator frequency was reset to the input ~requency. 
To insure that the diode in the 874-M.R. mixer operated in the linear 
' 
region, the local oscillator was adjusted to produce the same voltage 
on the H.P. 4114 r.f. milli~oltmeter as for the previous reading. The~ 
~~~- . 
11njt r·.r. am1)liiier v1as again read on 'the db scale. From(these two 
, measurements the conversion -loss vras de.termined. 
It was found that the useful frequency range of the G.R. unit 
. - - - - " 
oscillator v1as 50 to 2)0 MHz. The efficiency of the frequency dividj.ng 
' . 
circuit vas-m~asured over this range. 
. One had to --be- very careful not to generate fractional harmonics 
-
. - -- ............ - -·- ~ -.. , .... -, ~ ·- --· ,·. '• --
,. 
. ~ 
_, - . -: - !- . -:-i:. .. 
---~--------------- . 
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/ 
by this circuitry, because it· was possible to measure :these harmonics 
.. 
-
--::~th the hetrodyning. technique. !-ieas11rement of the beat of the second 
··=harmonic of the local oscillator and a signal from the ,divider circuit 
would also have caused-the power at the half-harmonic frequency to 
... 
_ appear to be greater than it really was. A lot of these problems ·of 
unwanted beats ·were elimj 11ated by attenuating the s~gnal into the · 
mixer rectifier .. as much as possible. 
... 
. . •. -~ .. 
,.; ... _: 
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3. Coa:xi_al Circuitry in the U.H.F. Range 
0 
. Above 200 lITiz the use of lumped circuitry for half-harmonic 
generation becomes unfeasible, and distributed· net1:1orks rnur:t. be used. __ _ 
.To replace the lumped tuned circuits, distributed circuits with 
double-stub tuners were used. 
. t 
The circuit which was devised with double-stub tuners is illustrated 
in Figure 12. Here again, the signal for the subharmonic g~nerator 
was supplied by G.R. 1mit oscillators, G.R.-12J8C or G.Ro-12D9C; so 
. ' 
-· that a large ra.nge · of .frequencies could be covered. The double stubs 
vere tuned to _achieve a maximum signal tre.nsf er between the generator 
and diode and to maintain mismatch for the subharmonic signal, so the 
half-harmonic signal ·would not be (lost in the 1J.I1it oscillator. In 
~be output circuit double stubs were employed to transmit the 
_ half-harmonic and mismatch the pump signal. The separation of the •, 
· tvo stubs ~t the input vas ?vf/4, fp being the input frequency. 
the output the separ~tion was 1t p/2 'Which was one quar~er of a 
wavelength for ·t:p;2, the output ~requency. 
For 
~ 
. In the above circuit the diode was. self-biased· us.ing a network 
compo·sed of C 1, R1, R2, and the r .f. choke. T·he rect;i.fied current 
·produced by the diode was dropped across ·the resistors R and R in . 
- 1 · 2 
.serie·s, .producing the bias voltag~. The r.f. choke prevented leakage 
, 
of the signals. C 1 was µsed to prevent the d.c. cur·rent fro~ _being 
short circuited in the load of the output circuit. The d.c. path 
was completed through. the imit oscillator. The d.c. millia..mmeter 
() 
was used to measure this rectified d.c. current and the two resistprs 
provided coarse and ··fine tuning. -
• a 
The-" half-harmonic output, att~nuated by a al db pad, _ ~s ·"fd~tected -& • 
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~ up conversion; it.a frequency was increased by CXX) MHz so that _it . .... 







a r~nge of 910 to 2:>00 }1Hz. Up conversion was accomplished using a 
_ - ·· crystal mixer. The signal of the local osci+lator,- G.R.~1~9C,- was . 
-- . ... ---=-
·' \ 
-· .-~~ 
set at 900 MHz. The output of the latter ,.ms attenuated to prevent 
( -
- generation cf un1-1anted harmonics of the local oscillator• 
· In making a measurement, the stubs and R1, R2 were adjusted for 
m·sximum half-harmonic output and, the spectrum analyzer pip for 
r / was set to a height of about five centimeters by adjusting the p 2 
variable attenuator, G.R.-874. The variable attenuator and current 
I 
in the D.C. milliameter were recorded. Connectors G)and@1-1ere 
disconnected and the input signal was transmitted through path A. 
First the double-stub tuners ~ere tuned for maximum output on the 
,, 
,analyzer, then the variable attenuator was adjusted until the fp pip 
was five centimeters high. The difference in the two readings recorded 
···-·-·· .. . ,t· -:-- - - - -- -
.. - . ·::-:-I'~ - --
''.• ... _; - - ... ' 
(' 
• 
was th~ loss of the divider circuit. 
Tuning of a double-stub tuner pres.ented some problem-s... One 
such problem·was obtaining a good impedance match, for unless both 
stubs were tuned to their proper length, other.maxi.mum po~nts were 
.• 
found. These points, however, did not produce maximmn power trans.fer. 
· It was found that of ten maximum points, only one produced the maximum 
.s. 
,:: - power transfer. This resulted from t~ing a.long the wrong constant 
-
'~ -
suseptance circle and arriving ~t. a resist-ance value not equal to the 
characteristic impedance of the line (Z0 ). Another objection to -this 
set up was that the separation between stubs had to remainAp/
4 
and. 
1 for first and second,sets re~pectively. 
'-P/2, . : 
~ Using the frequency conversi~method prod~ces unwanted pips on _ 
,. 
..----._ __ 
- Fr-~~·--_ - .:..--:- . -~or- - --
.. 
,.. 
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tlie spectrmn analyzer·. To discover which pip was the 3actuaJ 
half-harmonic, a few tests were performed. The tests consisted of 
changing the fr~quency of the local oscillator and pump oscillator 
---. 
. and noting the direction and ~aunt that the particular -pip m:ov-ed 
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--- , ----·----- ------4. . -.Matched Stub-·Tuning~ with Low Pass Filter .. _ ... ~- - ·- - . 7- - - - --- - --- - ·--·· C - - -
-- . 
... _. . 
For a particular pump frequency-there are two subharmonic frequencies 
(signal ru1d idler) which add 1.1p to this p1)Jrlp frequency. _ The half-l1armonic 
. . 
-
____________ ·_· __________________ is unique, becnt1se the signal ,inc idler frequencies are equal. }Ji th 
,# .• 
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this concept of the hrtlf-harrno11ic 1s uniqueness, a low pass filter can be 
used as the tuning network at the output of .the divider circuit. 
.. 
•.. 
Figure 13 shows the effect of using a low pass filte~ with cut-off~ 
·frequenc:}r above f / • p 2 A criterion for the existance of a subharmonic 
is that the subharrnonic 1 s complement (idler) exists. On the other 
r .,. 
hand, the low pass filter only passes the one subharmonic and not its 
complement. Therefore, from the above explanation no lov1 or\d.er subharmonic· . 
-




.itself. It can be shown that~the only subharrp.onics which are ofi impor~ance 
-----in--relative_ powe:v.are the l/.2-,-- .. 1-/3.,--1./4,1/6 •-•-~••• -and their complements •. d,c··--· _ 
If. the cut-off frequency of the loi1 pass ·filter is_ kept close to and 




A successful. circui,t employing the low. pass filter is sh?'Wll. in. _·;< 
Figure 14. This circuit was used from 3)0 to 350 and 550 to 950 M:Hz. · 
Signal power was supplied by unit oscillators, 1a:>8C or 1419C. It 
vas discovered that, if t~e unit oscilla..tor was connected direct~y to . 
-a 50 ohm resistance load, the signal .flo1dng into the load \ias not 
matched. To eliminate this problem a double-stub tuning element was 
-
. 
placed between the generator and the load. The signal from the 
_ properly'tuned generat9r was applied to S-3, a tuning stub, and an 
adjustable line-, 874-LAL. The combination of these eleme11ts matched 






· __ stubs and ;the-lengt~--ofdine,,the-ha:l:f-ha:rmonic signal-va-s mi~at<l'll~~ _ 
·---
. ~ ----
_ .. [ 
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• 5 ._, . 
_., 
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. and reflected back ·to the d~d~. ~t the ·other end of. the diode; another 
- -
adjustable line and stub matched the half-harmoni~ to the lov pass · ) 
filter from the diode. 
' -
-- ~-------· -- ----~---- _ ____c._ - ------- - --- -
-
The- bias voltage 1-ras produced by -rectified cu_r-rent floy1ing through---~-· -~ 
a series resistor. This cu1~ent ·was measured by a d.c. raillia1Nreter. 
A· coupling capacitor served to isolste the bias_circuit from the load. 
.I} The output po·we1' w~s me·asured with an HP 478 A thermistor mot1nt 
in conjunction ... ~Tith the HP _431- B power meter, using a 2J db pad fo~ .. 
., 
power reduct ion. · ..... , .. , .. , -
' . 
The tuning was done by adjusting the four stubs, the two adjustable 
_, 
. . 




'\: ___ ;)· 
:, ·-- -:-. 
that the output was the half-harrnonic, the spectrum analyzer was used.-
to check the frequency division at 32:> :MHz. -The half-harrn.onic, 
1€:0 MHz signal ·was applied to -the I.f. input -of the, spectrum analyzer·----- --~--
at connectorQ) ;nstead of the thermistor mount. 
_,. 
The pip ·t-1as ob~erved .. · 
in the center of the screen, because the I.f. amplifier fn the-'spectrum 
~-. -·· ............. -............... ,., .... ,• '. 
... 
__ ' _j';...'" ~ 
.. . -- -· ~ ; -. -
. 
- analyzer vras tuned to 1t0 l·lliz center frequency. 
.. 
To measure the efficiency of the divider the following procedure . 
was use·d: The divider vas first· tuned for peak _output .and-the output 
·po-wer recorded. Then the divider circuit ·was removed from the circuit 
by disconnecting ,it at connectors G)and@ A length of line was 
.conn_ected a.long path "A" betl1een the t1-10 connectors, (i)a~g@ Stubs 
. ' . % S-1 and S-2 1,1ere readjusted to produce a maximum reading on the 
. ' 
431B, Povrer l\1eter. The signal produced--was matched because of the 
_ stub tuning. The ratio .of the two readings· 1-ras calculated io determine 
-~he' e,fficiency of this frequency divider. 
. This technique proved to be one of the most effective methods 
.. -~---- -- : __ -~-.- ·-·--=-- ::-- - ._: ··_-_.~ ! - - ·: -·~·. -- ---
. . 
' 
·~ . .. 
. . -_ . -.. - ·_ - .. :\·- ------. -
. I ~ -: ~-·- ._ . . 
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r · used at. this freque~cy range. It produ;ed data whicb·vas- used to determine 
the cut-off frequency of most of the p-i-n and p-n diodes. 
All frequeric~r measli.rernents in this .equipment ,-,ere made at a constant 
----power outpt1t of ~pproximately .300 milliwatts to keep the _results 
-._.. __ -~ 
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·.IV. Conclusion ,,. 
.... · 
~ 
. Divider and multiplier circuits··"were designed and te~ted ·us~ng_ 
- ·. 
. .. 
carrier sto1»age diodes o Lmnped circuits t-rere used in the/ v .h.£. 
!I 
- . l. - ·--- - -· -- -.------ ··--- , ___ - -- - . -
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.{ . 
. \ 
-f:t?equen_cy ra11ge and coaxial circ'Uitry in the_ u.h.f. rang·e~ The 
investigation of subharmonic generation shov1ed that p-i-n diodes have 
cut-off frequenoies of 170 to 140 MHz and p-n diode$ have cut-off 
frequencies of tOO to '700 MHz. This consid.erable difference in 
subharmonic generation efficiency in the two groups of diodes showed 
that the p~n structure.is more efficient that the p-i-n structure. 
The efficiency difference app~ars to be related to the recovery time •. 
The r~covery time affects the upper frequency limit for subharmonic 
generation; the longer the recovery time, the. lower this frequency 
appears to be. 
• 
All diodes operated in the forward bias·region during part of 
' . 
each cycle as ShoYn by the. flo\1 of d. c. bias current. Thus, the 




- • ,· • 
R-2 and Q-18, 'di.odes appeared to be p-n junc~,ion diodes, while 
I 
0-98, P-1, and 749~ appeared ·to be p-i-n diodes. Hence, the forrner had 
shorter recovery time and the latter had longer ones (Reference 7) • 
.. 
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Table .2 ·Frequency Multiplication 
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